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Raymarine partners with Reeds to offer
LightHouse Chart users a  wealth of new
navigation features

Subscribers to Reeds Almanac will receive a free one-year subscription to
LightHouse Charts.

Fareham, UK – 18 January 2022 - Raymarine is pleased to announce a
partnership with Reeds, the publisher of the indispensable and trusted annual
Almanac of navigational data for boaters. This latest collaboration gives users
of Raymarine’s LightHouse Charts access to a wide range of up-to-date
information from Reeds Almanac, and a host of new features and



functionalities.

The full integration with Reeds’ data currently applies to LightHouse Charts
covering Great Britain, Ireland, France, Spain and Portugal. In recognition of
Raymarine’s long-term partnership with Reeds, subscribers to Reeds Nautical
Almanac will receive a free one-year subscription to LightHouse charts.

The partnership with Reeds gives Raymarine LightHouse Chart users easy and
instant access on their chartplotter to the complete set of integrated Reeds
Premium Content including aerial photographs, detailed chartlets and tide
tables, marinas and facilities, fuel berths and other invaluable information for
sailors and cruisers about their local area.

“The exceptional enhanced data which the integration with Reeds brings to
users of LightHouse Charts is an invaluable enhancement to an already
market-leading resource for safe and certain marine navigation,” says Richard
Marsden, UK Country Manager, Raymarine. “On top of this, obtaining a year’s
free subscription to LightHouse charts upon subscribing to the Reeds
Almanac adds real value while consolidating our close ties with this
respected nautical institution.”

“We are delighted to be working with Raymarine to bring Reeds’ first-rate
data to our market in a new way,” adds Elizabeth Multon, Publisher for Reeds.
“The ‘king of almanacs’ might have celebrated its 90th birthday this year, but
we are very much looking to the future, and the opportunity to collaborate
with the superb team at Raymarine on the Lighthouse Charts has been
extremely rewarding. We’re can’t wait to see them being used by our
subscribers and Raymarine’s LightHouse Chart users.”

For more information about the Raymarine LightHouse charts, visit
https://www.raymarine.co.uk/marine-charts/lighthouse-charts.html
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About Reeds Nautical Almanac

Reeds Nautical Almanac is the indispensable trusted annual compendium of
navigational data for yachtsmen and motorboaters and provides all the
information required to navigate Atlantic coastal waters around the whole of the
UK, Ireland, Channel Islands and the entire European coastline from the tip of
Denmark right down to Gibraltar, Northern Morocco and the Azores.

About Raymarine

Raymarine, a business of Teledyne FLIR, makes high-performance marine
electronics for the recreational boating and light commercial marine markets.
With a legacy of marine navigation technology spanning over 80 years,
Raymarine products are renowned today for their ease-of-use, rugged design, and
reliability. We are continually innovating to deliver best-in-class sensors and
intelligent navigation systems - making boaters’ time on the water safer and more
fun. Our range of marine electronics is available through a global network of
dealers and distributors. For more information, visit www.raymarine.com
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